Chewproof
Patented orthopaedic design
Choice of durable frames and fabrics
Easy to clean and deodorise
Full 1 year guarantee

Experience the Kuranda difference. Kuranda Dog

KURANDA

DOG & CAT BEDS
The ultimate place of comfort
Exclusively distributed throughout Australasia by Therian

Beds are extremely durable and are easy to assemble.
Our Standard and Aluminium beds come with easy to
follow instructions and the legs can be removed for
ease of transportation.
With sales of over 3000 beds in the last 2 years,
KDB’s reputation as simply the best dog bed available
on the market is now second to none.

Our clients

include breeders, animals shelters, boarding kennels
and domestic pet owners.
GUARANTEED CHEWPROOF FOR ONE FULL YEAR
What other dog bed is guaranteed chewproof!

Freecall 1800 251 766 or visit
kurandadogbeds.com.au
PO Box 1090, Southport QLD 4215 Australia
info@therian.com.au

Our

chewproof

guarantee

covers

the

structural

integrity of the frame and fabric for a period of one
year from date of purchase.

Therian will replace

fabrics and frame parts, including legs and corner
fittings at no charge.

STANDARD DOG
BEDS

Made from a high grade poly-resin PVC our patented

design provides firm, orthopaedic support that no pillow or cushion can match

Orthopaedic

. Designed with the fabric panel tucked inside a PVC frame – safely protected
from chewing dogs! Unique beds for the home, yard, kennel, shelter or

Supportive

anywhere a deserving dog needs a comfortable resting place. Available in 6
sizes from Toy to XX Large with a choice of Ballistic Nylon or 40oz Vinyl fabric
in a range of colours.

Chewproof

SIZE

LENGTH

WIDTH

5 EASY

HEIGHT

TOY

64cm

46cm

15cm

SMALL

76cm

51cm

15cm

MEDIUM

88cm

59cm

15cm

LARGE

101cm

66cm

15cm

X-LARGE

112cm

70cm

23cm

XX LARGE

128cm

91cm

23cm

40 OZ VINYL

BALLISTIC NYLON

This is our most durable fabric. The heavy duty
material has shown to hold up better than any fabric
we have tested in animal shelters and boarding
kennels. It is a smooth, non-porous, easy to clean
fabric similar to what is used on truck tarps and
gym mats and can withstand strong digging from
aggressive dogs.

This fabric has a rich appearance and is the
same fabric frequently used in making luggage.
Many kennel owners and breeders who prefer a
canvas type material choose Ballistic Nylon. This
excellent fabric also has a waterproof coating so
it will puddle if rained on.

Just Choose

1

Your fram

2

Your size

3

Your fabri

4

Your colo

5

Optional A

ALUMINIUM DOG BEDS
Our Most Durable Bed
Superior in strength

This option is recommended for the toughest of dogs. Guaranteed chewproof,
the aluminium frame is superior in strength and prevents the bed from bowing
in along the sides under the weight of very large dogs. The legs can be easily

Non-Corrosive

removed for ease of transportation. The finish is satin gray. Available in 6 sizes
from Toy to XX Large with a choice of Ballistic Nylon or 40oz Vinyl fabric in a

Chewproof

range of colours.

HOW ARE THE BEDS CHEW
PROOF?
Kuranda Dog Beds are designed with a
poly-resin sleeve to protect any place the
fabric is in a position to be chewed. There
are no corner gaps to bite.

The image

below shows how the fabric fits into the
frame of the bed to ensure your dog cannot
reach the fabric.
Caution: Fabrics are vulnerable to tearing
by persistently scratching or digging dogs.

40 OZ VINYL

STEPS!
Burgundy

e:

Forest Green

Royal Blue

Forest Green

Gold

BALLISTIC NYLON

me

Burgundy

Smoke

ic

our

ULTRA PLUSH MICROSUEDE SLIP COVER
DELUXE FLEECE PAD

Accessories

© 2003 - 2011 Therian Pty Ltd

Add a thick double sided fleece pad on top of your
Kuranda bed to provide your pet with maximum
softness and comfort. Machine washable. Includes
elastic straps at each corner to secure the pad to
the bed. *The fleece pad is not recommended for
dogs that chew.

BUNK BEDS
For those who want to sleep together!
What is better than one Kuranda dog bed? Two!
The new bunk bed is the perfect solution for limited
floor space for multiple dogs. They can enjoy the
orthopaedic comfort from the top dog view, or the
security of the lower bunk. The bunks which are a little
higher with each bed size are specially designed at
optimum shoulder height for dogs to jump onto. The
Bunk Beds come in either the Standard or Aluminium
frame. Available in Medium / Large / XLarge.

5
STACK

9
STACK

CAT BEDS
Purrfect for cats too!
Kuranda Cat Beds provides the same orthopaedic
comfort as our dog beds. It allows cats the opportunity
to jump up to another level increasing their amount
of floor space. The PVC frame and solid vinyl fabric

2
STACK

is non porous and can be easily wiped clean. Bed
size is 64cm x 46cm and is available in a range of
sizes from 1 through to 9 stacks high which fit easily
together to provide your cat with hours of fun and
comfort.

SUITE BEDS
For the Executive Pooch!
For that extra touch of elegance we have added a
headboard to our original elevated metal framed dog
bed. This large designer dog bed satisfies even the
most discerning pooch. We recommend our Golden
Fleece for an even more comfortable sleep. The dog
bed utilises aluminium legs and a steel tube frame.
Available with either Ballistic Nylon or 40oz Vinyl
fabric in Medium / Large / X Large sizes.

For more information visit kurandadogbeds.com.au
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